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THE HISTORICAL STUDY OF RELIGION
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Universityof Chicago

Professionalhistorianshave not alwaysincludedreligion
withinthe purviewof theirscience. TowardChristianityin
particulartheir attitude has often been one of deliberate
reserveor outrightindifference.The task of exploringthis
phaseof humanity'spasthasusuallybeenleftto the theologian,
whomightormightnot employthe methodsof studyapproved
by historicalscience.
Fear of trespassingupon the preservesof the theologian
is probablynot the sole reasonfor the historians'neglectof
religion,nor is this the only topic that he has been wont to
slight. Frequentlyhe has beencontentto chroniclethe deeds
of militantprincesor schemingstatesmen,as thougha record
of political events constitutedthe sum total of history.
Scarcelya generationago an eminentprofessorof modern
history at Oxfordcould still affirmthat history is "past
politics." This penchantfor politics has resultedin fixing
the gazeuponmonarchsand battlesand legislativechambers,
to the neglectof those moreordinaryactivitiesof mankind
whichthoughless spectacularare nonethe less significantfor
an understanding
of the past.
the
horizon
of the historianis rapidlyenlarging.
Today
His visionrangesbeyondthe doingsof kingsand armiesand
senatesto the life of commonhumanity. Here he discovers
I
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a complex stream of interest, thought, and action which has
been calmlybut imperiouslymovingon its coursedownthrough
the ages. It is not peculiar to one region or to one people,
but is the common denominatorof all history from the very
beginning of man's existence down to the present moment.
Nations rise and fall, warriorsand politicians come upon the
scene only to disappearfrom view, while the rank and file of
men in every age continueto makehistory in their own modest
fashion. Their quest for food and clothing and other necessities of existencenever ceases; they continuetheir strugglefor
the acquisition of wealth and power; they constantly strive
to safeguardhealth and happinessthrough the establishment
of various social institutions; they seek aesthetic satisfaction
in the productionof works of art and music and literature;
they search for wisdom in the fields of invention, discovery,
and intellectual discipline; and they ever yearn for protection
and help in the presence of those mysterious forces of the
universewhichhave so often become objects of fear, love, and
worshipfuladoration.
With this widening of vision the historian is no longer
content to center attention simply upon political happenings.
The scope of his observationenlargesto includethose common
daily interests which have characterizedthe life of men in
general at all times. But no one of these interests has been
more conspicuousor persistent than religion. Of humanity's
past it can still be said with a large measure of truth that
"a man's religionis the chief fact with regardto him-a man's
or a nation of men's" Thereforethe study of religion falls
properlyand of necessity within the domain of the historian.
During recent times the horizonof the theologianhas also
been enlarging. Formerlyhe was concernedfor the most part
with maintainingthe validity of beliefs and practices current
in the religionof his own day. He was interestedin the past
only as it was thought to furnish guaranties for the present,
and he unconsciouslyoverlooked, or deliberately ignored as
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unessentialto his religion, those features of the past that he
found no longer tenable. He saw only the world of his own
immediateinterests, and so did his work quite unawareof the
distortionsthat inevitably resulted from his lack of historical
perspective.
The developments of recent years have tended seriously
to disturb the accustomed complacency of the theologian.
The static world of yesterday has become the dynamic and
evolving universeof the twentieth century. Past and present
no longer coincide,but are clearly differentiatedstages in the
historic process. This process of becoming is disclosed to
view throughoutthe whole rangeof mankind'sexperience,not
exceptingeven his religion. Hence the theologianis gradually
comingto recognizethat religion--evenChristianity-is a genuinely historicalphenomenonand that if he is to remainmaster
in his own householdhe must learn the ways of the scientific
historian.
The applicationof scientifichistoricalprinciplesto the study
of religionmight be a somewhatsimplertask if historianswere
entirelyagreedamongthemselvesregardingtheir own methodology. But just as thereis a "new" theology,whosepropriety
and validity have often been called in question, so there is a
"new" history which has been graduallywinning its way to
recognitionin recenttimes. In the firstplace,we shallattempt
to state in summaryfashion the distinctive characteristicsof
this modem scienceof history.
I
Probably not even the most ardent champion of new
methodsin the study of history would care to deny the fundamental importanceof documents, or to abandon the slogan
"no documents,no history." If historicalinvestigationis to
be in any sense scientific it must deal with concrete data.
Wherespecificdocumentsor other similarlytangibleevidences
from the past are lacking, no sound historical knowledge is
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obtainable. The new history shares with the old the latter's
insistenceupon the acquisitionof accuratestatistics.
On the other hand mere study of documentsmay become
a serioushandicap to the would-be historian. The ultimate
unit in history is not the document, but the contemporary
social order, of which the document may have been merely
an incidental product. Yet sometimes the study of literary
records and archaeological remains becomes so inherently
absorbingthat no appreciableeffort is made to visualize the
social backgroundnecessaryfor the correct interpretationof
all historical data. One may be an expert in documentary
statistics and yet utterly ignorethe task of the historianin the
larger sense of the term. The new history asks its representatives to make societyrather than documentstheir point of
departurein reconstructingthe story of the past.
Now society in any age is an exceedingly complex affair.
Even our professionalsociologists,with the rich materials of
the presentat their disposal,do not find it easy to unravel the
intricacies of the modern social nexus. Much less can it be
expected that the historian,dependentas he is upon relatively
meagersourcesof information,will be able to lay bare all the
secrets of society's life during the centuries that have passed.
Nevertheless acceptance of the social point of view does
signify some very definite things for the historian's method.
At the very outset this social emphasiscalls for the abandonmentof the static conceptionof historyattachingso readily
to the notion of documents,which by their fixity of form have
become specific entities for all time. Similarlythe historical
institutions of any period or people have often been treated
as though they were fixed quantities that might be studied in
isolation from the social milieu by which they were produced
and maintained. When, on the other hand, one centers
attention upon the greaton-goingprocessof society'sevolution,
out of which documents and institutions have from time to
time emerged,history can no longerbe regardedas primarily
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a study of static entities. Its more comprehensiveand fundamental aim must be to exhibit,as far as possible,the on-flowing
currentsof real life throughoutthe ages. Thus a developmental
conceptionof the past dominatesin the method of the modern
historian.
Adoption of the developmentalpoint of view in historical
thinking leads on to another importantitem in the definition
of method. Frequently historians assume that their task is
simply to describe,with such accuracyof detail as the records
may justify, the happeningsof the past. They deliberately
refrainfrom attemptingto discoverthe causesthat have determined the course of events. So long as it was customaryto
seek these causes entirely in the realmsof supernaturalismand
metaphysical speculation the historian wisely left this quest
to theologians and philosophers. He, as a mere historian,
had no objective data from the realmsin question. But when
historicalprocessesare viewed as facts of social evolutionthey
become amenable to laws of empirical investigation and so
constitute a suitable subject for scientific inquiry. In fact
it is an establishedcanon of the new history that he alone is
historicallyminded in the true sense of the term who sees the
happeningsof the past in their propergeneticconnections. To
have real historicalknowledgeone must be familiar,not only
with specificevents, but also with the casual nexus underlying
phenomena.
Searchfor the genetic forces that enter into the determination of the historicalprocessleads, further,to consideration
of the environmentby'whichmen of the past have foundthemselves surrounded. Since society in the last analysis is an
aggregation of human beings more or less closely organized
and acting under the impetus of varied stimuli, the question
of environmentalcontacts justly occupiesa place of considerable importance in the historian's attention. Peculiarities
distinguishingdifferentgroups of the human family from one
another used to be dismissed offhand on the hypothesis of
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inherent racial traits, but nowadays the influenceof habitat
and climate is taken into account as among the significant
factors determiningracial characteristics. Even within more
cannotbe ignored
homogeneousgroupsthe physicalenvironment
in one's quest for the genetic forces that have determinedthe
course of history
When observation is centered upon the smaller units of
society the importance of environment usually increases in
proportion to the minuteness of one's analysis. Within a
complexorganisma multiplicityof socialstimuliare in constant
operation shaping the direction of history. The power of
inherited customs and ideas is easily recognizedby even a
casual observer in the field of social motivations. At times
crucial political experienceshave furnishednoteworthyincentives for action. Less spectacular and also less sporadic in
its occurrenceis the pressureof the never ceasing economic
quest in which the vast majority of men are always involved.
These are but a few of the more easily recognizableforces to
be taken account of by one who would even approximatea
full analysis of the genetic forces that operate within the
average social order.
While man is a social creature, it is also true that he is
possessed of both consciousand unconsciousmental life. No
study of his past is scientific which does not recognize the
significanceof the psychologicalfactor in history. There is
on the one hand the mental life of the individualand, perhaps
more significantfor history as a whole, the psychology of the
group. The mental interests and activities of the group, as
it reacts to heritages and environmentalstimuli, determine
the social customs of any particularage or people. It is also
in this psychologicalworld of the mass, so to speak, that new
tendenciesand convictions,emergingfrom time to time in the
courseof historicalevolution, attain generalrecognition.
The new history does not deny the great man a place in
its esteem, nor would it necessarilyreject outright the familiar
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assertion that "the history of what man has accomplishedin
this worldis at bottom the history of the great men who have
workedhere." But the life of the great man is always socially
conditionedboth in its genesis and in its operations. Were
it possible for his interests and ideas to become so entirely
novel as to separate him completelyfrom the common life of
his contemporaries,history undoubtedly would adjudge him
a freak ratherthan a hero. The significanceof the individual
mind is not necessarily obscured, but on the contrary may
become more apparent,by a fuller recognitionof the so-called
social mind than was formerly customary among historians.
Furthermore, the will of the mass, whether operating
unconsciouslyunder the force of circumstancesor voluntarily
pursuing its own intelligent purposes, finds its characteristic
expression in the institutional life of the group. For this
reason the modern historian is quite as much interested in
institutions as in persons. An established institution reveals
more or less clearly the commonhabits and beliefs of a particular age, while an individual, however conspicuous, may
not be truly representative of the historical process in the
large, and indeed the more striking is his personality the less
likely is he to be representativeat all.
To restore a picture of ancient society in whole or in part
along the foregoinglines is no easy task. One might fear that
the "new" history had attempted the impossible. At best
literary remains and archaeologicalfinds are but secondary
witnessesto the actual performancesin real life of peopleslong
since deceased. True, their institutions may in some instances
survive, but immediatecontact with the vital social processes
of antiquity is no longerpossible. In this respectthe students
of modern society have a marked advantage over their colaborersin the historicalfield. It is only by the most rigorous
effort to orient himself psychologicallyin the ancient world
that the historianmayhopeto acquirethe properperspectiveand
the trustworthyhistoricalimaginationnecessaryfor his task.
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Fortunately for modern historians, at the present time
valuable assistance may be derived from workers in other
fields closely related to the study of history. From the
sociologistand the psychologistone may learn much about the
natureof society both in its materialand in its mental aspects.
While it would be absurd to assume that moderncivilization
is merely a replicaof ancient society, neverthelessit is unquestionably true that the more elemental interests and the
characteristicimpulses of the human species, particularlyin
its group life, have perpetuated themselves from generation
to generation substantially unaltered. It is in the realm of
presuppositionsunderlyingthought and conduct that change
has been most pronounced,but at this point the assistance
of the anthropologistmay be sought. Until within relatively
recent times the scientificbases of modernthinkingwere quite
unknown, hence the unscientificpresuppositionsentertained
by primitive societies and individuals,as disclosed especially
by the modern study of anthropology,may often be of far
greater service than twentieth-centuryscientific concepts in
helping the historian to orient himself within the life of the
ancient world.
Such in barest outline are the more noteworthyprinciples
of scientific method employed today in the field of historical
study. We may now ask, in the second place, how a recognition of these principlesaffects the study of religion.
II
The historian who undertakes the study of religion is
confrontedat the outset by a seriouschallenge. Has he the
equipmentand capacity for dealingwith the subject in hand?
As a professed scientist his method of proceduremust be
strictly inductive; all of his conclusionsare to be derivedfrom
concrete and empiricallyverifiabledata. He lacks chart and
compassfor navigating those treacherousseas of poetic fancy,
mystical emotion,and metaphysicalspeculationwhichin vary-
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ing degrees have always played a conspicuous rble in all
religions. To be sure, he possesses tolerably accurate instruments for measuringthe extent to which such phenomenahave
been current in the past; he can trace with some degree of
certainty their historical evolution; frequently he is able to
define the circumstancesby which they have been produced
and maintained; and he can note the function servedby them
in the various religions. But beyond these experimentally
ascertainablefacts he, in the capacity of historian,may not go.
This is not to say that the historian would deny religion
its right to be fancy free in exploringthose regionsof emotion
and speculation that lie beyond the present boundaries of
empirical knowledge. But he would distinguish sharply
between his own task, as an observerand interpreterof historical data, and that of the speculative theologian whose
principalconcernhas always been with problemslying outside
the realm of experimentallyattestable knowledge. The very
natureof his sciencecompels the historianto choosethe former
field for his operations. He works under the conviction that
religioncan be best understoodby giving first attention, not
to its theoreticalaspects, but to its actual historicalmanifestations; and when speculative interpretationsand historical
research meet on common ground he will insist that all
hypothesesbe judged at the bar of his science.
In his search for the historic facts of religion the student
who adopts modernmethodologywill aim ultimately to interpret religious movements, and only incidentally to expound
sacredliteratures. This observation,while true in connection
with the study of all religions, is peculiarly in point for the
student of Christianity. Particularly during the last halfcentury its sacred book, especially the New Testament, has
been engagingthe attention of numerousscholars. Scientific
methods have been employed in recoveringthe most original
formof its text, note has been taken of the circumstancesunder
which its various parts were composed, and the documents
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have been expounded as expressions of the minds of their
several authors. These results are of immense significance
for a historicalunderstandingof the New Testament, but they
are scarcelymorethan introductoryto the workof the modern
historian of early Christianity. His ultimate concernis with
the real people who constituted the personnelof the Christian
communities,and who acquired and exhibited their religion
in actual life as members of a definite social order. When
viewing religion thus as a vital factor in the social evolution
of humanity, the historian clearly differentiateshis task from
both that of the speculative theologian and that of the
distinctively biblical interpreter.'
When linked up thus inseparably with the evolution of
society, religionmust be viewed as essentiallya developmental
ratherthan a static phenomenon. Religions,like otherfactors
in the social order, emerge and increaseby a gradual process
of growth from simpler to more elaborate forms. It is the
businessof the historianto followthe courseof this evolutionary
process from first to last. Within the last half-century this
developmental conception has completely transformed our
study of the ethnic faiths. Instead of assuming,as was formerlythe custom,that heathenreligionsarethe resultofa degenerationfrom a purerand noblertype of faith, we now recognize
that they areproductsof actual growthresultingfroma gradual
processof expansionincreasingin complexity under the continued stimulus of social environment.
Perhaps it is less easy to appreciatethe significanceof the
developmentalconceptionof religionas appliedto Christianity.
Its history has usually been read not in the languageof evolution but in terms of definite quantities of doctrine, custom,
and organization. But modern historical study treats these
entities as products of the Christianmovement which itself is
visualized and interpretedprimarilyas a process of historical
1 As an
indication of this growing interest in vital religion socially conceived,
one may note that the present Journal of Religion supersedes a journal of "theology"
and a "biblical world."
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evolution in religiousliving on the part of persons-andgroups
of persons affected very immediately by the contemporary
social order.
In treating of factors that influence the evolution of religions, the historianis restrictedby the very canonsof his science
to such items as can be discovered in the actual personal
experiencesof the devotees of a religion. For the student of
Christianityin particular,this phase of modern method may
prove at the outset somewhat disturbing. The time-honored
custom of resortingto an alleged revelation,which is assumed
to operate independentlyof ordinaryhuman experiences,and
the habit of regardingChristianity as inherently possessed
of an unhistorically conditioned quantity of generative
spiritualenergy, not only has prejudicedone against considering seriously the possibility of normal social influences but
has left nothing to be gained from this sourceof inquiry. This
attitude of mind is incompatible with the method of the
scientific historian. In discussing the question of genesis he
insists that the fountains of empirical knowledge are to be
exhausted before the problem is passed on to the metaphysician.
Consequentlythe modern student vigorously interrogates
the environmentin order to extract its secrets regardingthe
genetic forces that have gone into the shaping of religions.
It should be noted that his concernis with concrete religions
and not with religionin the abstract,for no mere historiancan
hope to snare this creatureof speculative fancy. But where
definite people and specific religions alone are involved, the
question of environmentalinfluencesis capable of thoroughly
scientific treatment. From the point of view of historical
study, life in relationto surroundingsis the primal stuff out of
which religions evolve. They result from man's effort to
secure and perpetuatethe welfareof the group or of the individual in contact with environment, particularlyin its less
thoroughlymasteredaspects.
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It follows that the vital interests which are dominant at
any particularperiod or in any specific community, and the
means available for the satisfaction of these interests, are,
historically speaking, the determiningfactors in the making
of a religion. Except in the most primitive of societies, these
factors are exceedinglycomplexand the task of the historian
is correspondinglydifficult. But no study canhope to approximate accuracy and completenessif it omits analysis of the
surroundingsamid which the adherentsof any specificreligion
live. Even the common place facts of habitat and climate
are not without their influence. The Iranian plateau, the
mountain-girtdistricts of Greece, the detached territory of
Palestine, all left their mark in one way or another upon the
religionof their respective inhabitants. Frequently political
events have affected very materially the course of religious
history. Not less significant, though much less frequently
observed,are those incentives which operate in the sphere of
commondaily experience. Thesemoreordinarysocial motivations may emerge in the form of economic interests, group
rivalries,or a host of other elemental impulses, all of which
must come under the observationof the historianin his study
of religion. And in case of a religionwhich emergesand develops within a social order alreadyhighly organized,as was the
case with Christianity, the fact of acquisitionsderived from
predecessorsand contemporariesbecomespeculiarlyimportant.
That the student of religion should be fully cognizant of
the psychologicalfactor in historygoes without saying. In no
other realm of human experiencedoes mental life, whether
of the individualor of the community,figuremore prominently.
Conversionexperiences,ecstaticvisions,marvelousrevelations,
and other mental phenomenaboth ordinaryand extraordinary
are always in evidence. The student who ventures upon the
interpretation of these items without some knowledge of
modernpsychologicalsciencewill find himselfgreatly hampered
in his work; and he will be a blind guide indeed if he fails to
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appreciatethe immenseinfluencewhich psychologicalinterests
have exerted within the sphere of religionat all times.
The student of religionneeds especially to be remindedof
the significanceof institutions as a factor in history. There
is a very strong temptation to be content with portrayingthe
careersof distinguishedindividuals,or recountingthe popular
myths, or expounding theological systems. But one who
shoulddesire,for example,to comprehendthe real significance
of religion as a fact of life among the Greek people, would
hardly find his quest satisfied in the Homeric descriptionof
the Olympiandeitiesor in the theogonyof Hesiod. The Greek
religionof real life is to be discoveredmost truly from a study
of specific cults operating as institutionally organized movements. But this latter aspect of religion often lacks those
picturesquefeaturesthat appealto the imaginationand accordingly its importancefor the historianis not alwaysappreciated.
Similarly among interpretersof Christianity, particularly in
Protestant circles, interest in persons and dogmas has commonly towered far above interest in institutions. Modern
historical method calls for a correctionof this one-sidedness
and emphasizesthe fundamentalplaceof institutionalactivities
in the evolutionof religions.
In the pursuitof these various lines of inquirythe historian
of religion no less than his colleague in the so-called secular
field-and perhapseven to a greaterdegree-needs the assistance of co-workersin allied departmentsof research. From
the sociologist he seeks information regarding those social
motivations and activities that may be found to characterize
the life of mankind. To the psychologisthe goes for knowledge
of the ways in which mental interests may determine the
behavior of individuals and communities. And the anthropologist may renderhim indispensableserviceby making more
clear the contrast between the presuppositionsof a primitive
age and those postulatesby whichhe as a man of the twentieth
century is accustomed to regulate his conduct and thinking.
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III
Finally, we may ask what practicalvalue results from the
application of scientific historical methods to the study of
religion? It is a very old notion that historyis "the handmaid
of providence,the priestessof truth,and the motherof wisdom."
For centuriesmen have been accustomedto look upon the past
as the unique source of ideals and norms for the guidance of
life in the presentand the future. Withinthe sphereof religion
this reverence for antiquity has often been enhanced-as is
the case for examplein Judaismand Christianity-by resorting
to the hypothesis of a special revelation to guarantee the
authority of ancient customs and beliefs. From this point of
view it is the business of the student to derive from history,
especially from the history of religion,authoritative examples
and normativepreceptswithout which subsequentgenerations
would be quite incapable of realizing a worthy type of life.
And such reformersas may appear from time to time must
make their egress out of the past into the present with their
faces turned steadfastly toward antiquity.
Belief in the normativefunction of history rests ultimately
upon that pessimistic philosophy of life which interpretsthe
present as a deteriorationof humanity, a condition to be
remediedonly by the restorationof an idealized past. This
was a widespreadmode of thinking among the ancients, who
werewont to believe that remote antiquityveiled a golden age,
in comparisonwith whichpresent times were sorelydegenerate.
But when history is viewed scientifically,as an evolutionary
processin human living, the past inevitably loses its authoritative character. The order of progressionthroughout the
ages is seen to be from the simpler to the more complex, and
there is no discoverablewarrantfor affirmingthat the attainments of any past age should be regardedas normative for
all subsequent times. There is no apparent reason for preferring the past above the present, or for rejectingthe poet's
hope that "the best is yet to be."
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Cultural features of a past age are to be evaluated strictly
from the standpoint of their social and functional significance.
The extent to which they meet the needs-both material and
spiritual-of mankind in a particular age and environment,
is the true measure of their worth for the people of that day.
Likewise, their value for subsequent generations will be conditioned by pragmatic tests. Where environments repeat
themselves substantially unchanged for a succession of years
and the great mass of human interests moves along in accustomed channels, the cultural attainments of an earlier day
easily retain their grip on society and assume the dignity of
an absolute authority. But a radical change in surroundings
or a powerful awakening of new interests leads sooner or later
to revolutions and reformations. This fact is seen to be true
of all history whether in its secular or in its religious aspects.
Thus one very significant result of modern historical study
is the deliverance which it gives from bondage to the past as
an ideal for modern living. But to abandon the notion of
normativeness does not mean a denial of history's value for
the man of today and tomorrow. On the contrary, it takes
on a new and larger meaning in the light of modern methods.
One is able now to understand as never before how present
society in all its various phases has actually come into being.
Viewed as an evolutionary process, the course of history discloses how existing institutions and beliefs have arisen through
the operation of definite genetic agencies within the life of
humanity. Thus one is led to realize that the character of
future societies will also be determined, not by forces acting
from without, but by a process of vital growth from within.
This fact emphasizes in a new and helpful way that the opportunity for bettering mankind's condition and the responsibility
for accomplishing this task lie with men themselves.
History also has a significant word to say with regard to
the nature of the reformer's ideal. The normativeness of
criteria adopted from antiquity is found to be illusory.
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Whether a new social order is to be "good" or "bad" will
depend entirely upon the degreeto which it satisfiesthe vital
needs of real people then living. At first glance the student
of religionin particularmay hesitate to accept this dictum of
the historian,for religionhas been accustomedto insist perhaps
morestrenuouslythan any otherphase of our cultureupon the
authority of the past. Yet historical inquiry readily shows
that even the rites and dogmas of religionhave not been able
to withstand permanently the imperious demands of pragmatic necessity. Onceupon a time it could have been heldand in fact was so held-that to accept the Copernicanastronomy wouldmeana rejectionof authoritativeChristianteaching.
Neverthelessthe views of Copernicushave triumphed,for they
have come to be regardedby men in general as necessary
to intelligent thinkingabout the heavenly bodies.
The mighty pressureof human needs, as they increasein
extent and intensity, cannot be resisted for long even by the
powerful conservatism of religions, and one who has read
history wisely will not be found spending his energies in a
futile effort to lay the dead hand of the past upon the spontaneous life of the future. History teaches the prophet that
he must justify his message,not by the normof theory, but by
the mandate of efficiency,and that ultimately he must derive
his sanctions not from the past but from the future. The
attainment of this conviction cannot fail to mean in the end
a tremendousgain in effectivenessamongall classes of workers
for the advancementof human welfare.
It may not be inappropriateto note in passing that history
raisesmany a signalof warningfor the well-meaningenthusiast
who would transforman old order into a new with a single
turn of the wheel. The processof social change is necessarily
slow, and transformations,to be genuinely effective, must
inherein the very structureof the evolutionaryprocess. This
is a fact needingto be noted particularlyby studentsof religion.
Programshastily superimposed,before a general demand has
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been awakenedfor the values they aim to conserve,are foredoomedto failure. How often zealous prophetsof a new day,
lacking the steadying power that might have been derived
from a better knowledgeof history, have gone down to defeat
chieflyin consequenceof their determinationto save the world
by their favorite programin their own generation! But the
mills of the gods grind slowly in the making of history as in
the administrationof justice.
Although history may not yield authoritative norms for
future conduct, has it no prophetic function? Does it not
reveal laws that enable one to forecast the destiny of man
from the handwritingon the walls of time? Having at the
outset relinquishedthe privilegeof appealingto metaphysics,
the historianis unpreparedto affirmthat there is an abstract
theologicalprinciplegoverningthe progressof socialevolution.
He hesitates also to posit for history a mechanistic order of
development fashioned after the analogy of biological laws.
He recognizesthat socialprogressmoves forwardby the method
of trial and error,so to speak, and that the courseof development is on the whole determinedby forcesinheringwithin the
social orderitself, but to predict the exact way in which these
complex factors will combine to produce the society of the
future is too venturesome an undertaking for the historian.
Even though he aspires to no prophetic function, the
modernstudent of historyis not without his faith in the future.
To be sure, adherenceto his scientific principle of empirical
researchmakes him unwilling to seek guaranties beforehand
either in a metaphysicaltheory or in a biological analogy, but
he is gravely impressedwith the stately progressof society's
evolution throughout past ages. Man is seen keeping step
with the rest of the universe-nay, leading the van-in the
processionof the ages. And that confidencewhich is born of
faith in the future of the cosmos carries with it faith in the
future of society. Thus derived, the laws of history are laws
of the universe,and the laws of the universe are laws of God.

